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ABSTRACT 
A unified framework is presented for studying the convergence of projection methods 
for finding a common point of finitely many closed convex sets in R”. Every iteration 
approximates each set by a half space given either by an approximate projection of the 
current iterate or by an aggregate inequality derived from the convex inequalities describing 
this set. The next iterate is found by projecting the current one on a surrogate half space 
formed by taking a convex combination of the half-space inequalities. Convergence to a 
solution is established under weak conditions that allow various acceleration techniques 
and choices of aggregating weights. The resulting methods are block-iterative and hence 
lend themselves to parallel implementation, We show that the idea of forming cut maps via 
surrogate inequalities encompasses many classical as well as recently proposed methods for 
set intersection problems and convex feasibility problems with nondifferentiable inequalities 
and linear equations and inequalities. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider methods for solving the following set intersection problem (SIP) 
find, if possible, any point x in fi Ci 
i=l 
(1.1) 
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and the convex feasibility problem (CFP) 
find, if possible, any point x such that h(x) I 0, i = 1, . . . , m, (1.2) 
where m is finite, each Ci is a closed convex subset of R”, each functionfi : W” + B 
is convex, and for eachx such thatfi(.x) > 0 we can find a subgradientgh(x) E @(x) 
ofJ at x. These problems are essentially equivalent, since for givenh we can define 
Ci = {x :fi(x) 5 0) and conversely, given Ci, we may let5 be the distancefunction 
dc, = infcEci 1 . --c[ of Ci with g&(x) = [X - Pc(x)]/[x - Pc,(x)~ if x # Ci, where 
Pci(x) = arg min,Eci]x - cl denotes th e orthogonal projection of x on Ci with 
respect to the Euclidean norm I . I. 
Many real-world problems can be cast as SIP or CFP; see, e.g., [3, 12, 141 
and the references therein for applications to image reconstruction and radiation- 
therapy treatment planning. Often the sets Ci are described by systems of linear 
equalities and inequalities or nonlinear inequalities, and both m and n can be of 
order 16. The interest, therefore, lies in decomposition methods that are amenable 
to parallel implementation and allow approximate projections on Ci. 
This paper shows that many algorithms for SIP and CFP fit the following 
geometric framework. At the kth iteration, only the constraints in a working set 
zk c {l,..., m} are considered. For each i E Ik, Ci is approximated by a surrogate 
half space HI” determined either by the (possibly inexact) projection of the current 
iterate xk on Ci (for SIP), or by a subgradient linearization of the convex inequality 
defining Ci (for CFP); when Ci is given by linear inequalities then Hf may be 
derived from an aggregate inequality. A surrogate half space Hk for n,gaCi is 
formed by combining the inequalities of Hi” with nonnegative weights $, i E Ik, 
and the next iterate xk+’ is found by projecting xk on Hk. We establish global 
convergence of the sequence (2) to a solution of SIP or CFP (if any) under mild 
conditions on the choice of working sets Ik, approximating half spaces Hk, and 
weights wf that allow parallel implementations. 
The literature on relaxation methods is vast, so our comments on related works 
will be selective rather than exhaustive. Older generalizations of classical relax- 
ation methods for linear equalities and inequalities [2, 15, 36,421 and successive 
projection methods [33] are reviewed in [ 121. Two schemes that encompass many 
other recently proposed methods were given in [3,25], where additional references 
on those methods can be found. However, as noted in [25], these schemes may 
suffer from slow convergence if ny=i Ci is “flat,” i.e., if some tangent cone to this 
set has small solid angles. This phenomenon is well known in the case of linear 
inequalities (see, e.g., [27]), and an old remedy, apparently first given in [41], 
consists in “opening up” such small solid angles by using surrogates of violated 
inequalities for direction finding. This old idea has been frequently rediscovered 
in various contexts, providing so-called “accelerated” or “extrapolated” versions 
of some methods (see, e.g., [16, 44-46, 19, 54, 561). We argue later that it is 
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better to speak about short-step and long-step versions, since both move along the 
normal of a surrogate inequality. (The term surrogate inequality seems to have 
been coined in the field of ellipsoid methods [6, 301.) Thus the unifications of 
[3, 251 cover short-step methods only. On the other hand, the unification of [45] 
uses weight thresholds (as does [25] that would not allow acceleration schemes 
based on the ideas in [8,44, 541 that generate weights adaptively “on line.” Also 
for such schemes the conditions of [3], involving infinite sums, would be hard to 
verify. Further, the only two approximate projections discussed in [ 1,251 may be 
difficult to find. In contrast, our framework of approximate cutting half spaces 
is very flexible; e.g., it admits standard subgradient methods for CFP[8, 11, 22, 
3 1, 32,43,48,49, 191 and surrogate methods for linear inequalities [44, 54, 561, 
which are not covered in [3,25, 451. We also give tests for detecting that SIP or 
CFP is infeasible, thus supplementing the results in [3, 25,451. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we establish convergence of a 
general algorithm that uses abstract cut maps. Examples of surrogate cuts discussed 
in Section 3 give rise to a surrogate projection method, which is compared with 
other ones in Section 4. Convergence of its various implementations is further 
discussed in Sections 5 and 6. Block-iterative methods are the subject of Section 
7. In Section 8 we discuss accelerations based on deeper surrogate cuts. In Section 
9 we show how to exploit exact projections. Convergence of short-step methods 
is discussed in Section 10. Some more specific comments on related works are 
deferred till Section Il. 
We use the following notation. We denote by (. .) and 1 . 1 respectively the 
usual inner product and norm in R”. B(x, r) = {y : Iy - XI I r} denotes the ball 
with center x and radius r 2 0. For brevity, a set of the form H = {x : (a, x) 5 b}, 
where u E Iw” and b E I[$, is called a half space, including H = W” or 0. We let 
Z={l:m}={l,2,..., m} and t+ = max{t, 0) Vt E Iw. 
2. A GENERAL ALGORITHM 
In our geometric framework, algorithms for CFP are treated as methods for 
SIP that approximate the sets Ci via half spaces. In this section we describe an 
abstract method that employs approximating half spaces under general conditions 
which simplify its convergence analysis. Subsequent sections show how to find 
such half spaces in typical applications. 
For a given closed convex set C c R” and each point x $ C, 
HZ_(x) = {y : (x - F’c(x), Y) I (x - Pd.4 PC(~)) (2.1) 
denotes the half space containing C such that PC(X) = PH;,)(x) and &(x) = 
&f;&) if C # 0 ( see, e.g., [33]); it is convenient to assume that PC(X) = x and 
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d&) = co if C = 8. Given a scalar stepsize t in the set of admissible stepsizes 
T=[t. t mm, max ] for some fixed 0 < tdn 5 tmax < 2, (2.2) 
we let 
Rc, t(x) = x + r [PC(X) - xl vx E R? (2.3) 
define the relaxation operator of Agmon [2], who used its Fejer contraction prop- 
erty 
Ic - RcJx)12 I Ic - xl2 - t(2 - t)lx - Pc(x)12 
I Ic - xl2 - tmin(2 - t,,wJd&CJx) vc E c,x E B”. 
(2.4) 
Indeed, if x E I[$“, c E C, P = PC, and z = x + t[P(x) - xl, then 
Ic - z12 = Ic - xl2 + (tlP(x) - xl)2 - 2t(c -x, P(x) -x) 
= Ic - xl2 + (flP(x> - xl)2 
- 2t(P(x) - x, P(x) - x) - 2t(c - P(x), P(x) - x) 
5 Ic - xl2 - t(2 - t)lP(x) - xl2 
5 Ic - xl2 - f&(2 - fmax)lP(x) - x12 
from the projection property (c - P(x), P(x) - x) L 0 and (2.2). Thus RH;c~),~(x) 
is closer to C than x @ C. Since Hz(x) could be difficult to compute, we may wish 
to replace it with another half space He(x) that separates x from C in the following 
way (cf. [20]). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given a closed convex set C c R”, 6 : IP\C + W+ U {co} 
is a separator for C if {zk}k”,, c R”\C, zk --+ zoo, and S(zk> + 0 imply zoo E C. 
Let Hc denote the collection of all closed half spaces containing C, including R”, 
and 0 if C = 0. We say that Hc : B” + 2HC is a set-valued cut map for C if 
x H 6x,(x) = infHc(x)Exnc(x) dH&x) is a separator for C, i.e., 6~~ satisfies any 
of the following equivalent conditions: 
(i) if zk --+ zoo and &(zk) -+ 0 then zoo E C; 
(ii) Vi $ C, Zkj?,7fc > 0, &xc > 0, Vx E B(X, EX,~+), &(x) E 7-&(x): 
&c(x)(x) 1 &,~c; 
(iii) 6x, has a positive lower bound on each compact set disjoint from C. 
As in [20], 6~~ 5 dc from C C Hc(~>VHC(~) E T-&(e); hence er,‘~~ < de(Z). 
Our definition subsumes the cuts of [l] that satisfy SxJx) 2 K&(X) with afied 
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0 < K. 5 1 for all x # C, a much stronger property. We shall later justify the 
following 
ASSUMPTION 2.2 (On approximation). Each C = n& with 0 # i c I 
has a cut map 7& and for each x E W” we can find some half space ti&) E 
7&(x) containing C. 
We now state a general algorithmic scheme for SIP based on Assumption 2.2. 
ALGORITHM 2.3 
Step 0 (Initialization). Select an initial point x’ E W”, a final feasibility 
tolerance ef > 0, and stepsizeparameters 0 < th,, < tmax < 2. Choose a starting 
localization radius r’ I 00 that overestimates the distancefrom x1 to a solution 
of( l.l), ifany. Set the counter k = 1. 
Step 1 (Working set selection). Choose a nonempty set Ik c I (see below). 
Step 2 (Approximate projection). Find any fik E Y??,k(xk), where Ck = 
nie,xi. Zffik = 0, print “fliCi = 0” and stop. 
Step 3 (Stopping criterion). lfIk = I and Ixk - P&8)] 5 ef, terminate. 
Step 4 (Relaxation). SekCt a StepSiZe tk E T [c$ (2.2)], and set 
xk+’ = R,qk,,(p) = 2 + t&Y,&) - xk], (2.5) 
ok = tk(2 - tk)d&(xk). (2.6) 
Step 5 (Infeasibility detection). If ri < ok, print “fltCt = 8” and stop. 
Step 6 (Update locality radius). Set rk+l = ($ - ok)‘/*. Increase k by 1 
and go to step 1. 
A few comments on the algorithm are in order. The stopping criteria of steps 
2 and 3 are justified by Assumption 2.2. Since kk > QepCi, Agmon’s inequality 
(2.4) yields 
IC - _$+‘I* 5 IC - xkl* - t& - tk)d&(xk) = IC - xk/* - (Tk 
vc E n cj. (2.7) 
i0 
Thus progress towards the solution is measured by d,+(xk), and we shall be inter- 
ested in deep cuts that have dh@) as large as possible. Let Zi = {i : 2 E Ci} 
and Z$ = {i:xk @ Ci}. Note that fik acts like a cut map for n,,k,,kCi. Since 
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the violated constraints indexed by I:\I” are ignored at iteration k, we need the 
following 
ASSUMPTION 2.4 (On working sets). The working sets Zk # 0 are chosen in 
Z so that 
i E Z: (i.e.,xk # CJ for all large k 
* i E Ik for infinitely many k, (2.8) 
i.e., no permanently violated constraint can be ignoredforever. 
Of course, Assumption 2.4 holds if Zk > Z$ for all large k; other choices are 
discussed later. 
We now establish global convergence of Algorithm 2.3 under Assumptions 2.2 
and 2.4 when fl,C, # 0. We assume, with no loss of generality, that the algorithm 
does not terminate. 
THEOREM 2.5. If& Ci # 8, then the sequence {2}‘& converges to a point 
in ny!, Ct. 
PROOF. By (2.7), the sequence (2) is Fejtr-monotone with respect to QCi: 
Vc E f$Ci, Vk, (2.9) 
so it has a cluster point I, c,“=, ok < 00, flk --+ 0, and d,+(2) -+ 0, since 
tk E T and d&(x$ 2 ok/t,,& - tm) Vk by (2.2) and (2.6). If SC: E n& then 
xk + X, since IT - ti+lI 5 IX - xkl Vk by (2.9) with c = X. Therefore, suppose 
for contradiction that X # QC,. Let 7s = {i : F E Ci} and r+ = {i :X $ Ci. 
Then X 6 f+& iff Z n I+ # 8. Invoking Assumption 2.2 and (ii) in Definition 
2.1, let & = min{q,fi, : c = n&i, i n i+ # 0) and & = min{Sz,fic : t? = 
Q&i, i n 7+ # 01, so that B(X, Er) n Ci = 0 Vi E i+ and 
dj+(xk) 2 & if xk E B(Y, ir) and Zk n i+ # 0. (2.10) 
Using dpk(xk) + 0, pick i such that dnk(xk) < & Vk > k. Let xk E B(;F, &) for 
some k = k 2 I%. Since B(E, Er) n Ci = 0 Vi E i+, we have i, c I$. Next, (2.10) 
and our choice of i yield Zk n f+ = 0, so Zk c io. Hence X E niEZOCi, and (2.7) 
with c = X implies 2+’ E B(E, Er). Thus by induction we have xk E B(?, iy), 8 # 
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I+ C I$, and Zk fl I+ = 8 Vk 2 z, contradicting (2.8). Hence z E n,Ci, as 
required. ??
To justify the infeasibility detection test of step 5, we need the following 
reformulation of (2.9) in terms of ri = 4 - z;z: oj, where ri 2 &,c,(x’). It 
generalizes similar results of [28,53] obtained for classical relaxation methods. 
LEMMA 2.6 (The ball induction principle). Zff$‘=“=,Ci # 8 and rl L dn,c,(~‘), 
then 0 # flEl Ci n B(2, rk) C r-y!_, Ci n B(Xk+‘, rk+l)for all k. 
The following result adapts one of Drezner [ 181 (and simplifies its proof). 
LEMMA 2.7 (The nested-ball principle). Zf(r1 - Iti+’ - x1 1)’ > rc - uk at 
step 5, then r-p”=, Ci = 0. 
PROOF. For contradiction suppose f$Ci # 0. Let x = xi ,Z? = xk+’ ,? = (< - 
c#‘*, and c E QCinB(x, rl)flB@,?) (cf. Lemma 2.6). Suppose rl > ?+ [?-xl. 
Byconstructionand(2.9), lc-Z12 I Ic-x12+?2-rf 5 (Ic-j?l+I?-xl)2+?2-rf 
with? # xdue to? < rl. so Ic --?I > (rf -? - ~~-~~~)/2~~-xI > ?contradicts 
c~B~,~.Hencer~~3+~~-x~and,since~~-x~~~jZ‘-c~+~c-~~~~+r~, 
wehave Ir-1 - Ij;--xII 57. ??
Lemma 2.7 says that there is a growing ball B(x’ , r-1 - rk) such that if xk enters 
this ball then QCi = 8. Hence the condition of Lemma 2.7 may be used at step 5 
to detect infeasibility. Following [18], one may argue that this condition will be 
activated earlier than the usual condition 2 < ak. Indeed, rk decreases from rl to 
zero, whereas usually ].@+I - xi I << r-1, e.g., when we take r-1 2 supXGc, Ix - x1 I 
for some bounded Ci. 
For completeness we give a converse of Theorem 2.5. 
THEOREM 2.8. If{xk} converges to some F, then X E n,Ci (and hence np?i # 
0). 
I’ROOF. SUppOSexk --+ X. By (2.5), Ixk+’ -xk] = tkd,p(nk) with tk > tmin, so 
c&(.8> + 0. If we had X $! n&, then, as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, then (2.10) 
with xk --) Z and dRk(xk) --) 0 would yield Zk n7+ = 8 for all large k, contradicting 
(2.8). Hence 2 E n,Ci. w 
REMARK 2.9. When n&i = 0, certain projection methods converge to a 
point that minimizes some measure of infeasibility; see, e.g., [17,34,35,47,51]. 
We feel, however, that there is room for methods that just detect infeasibility as 
quickly as possible. 
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3. SURROGATE CUTS 
In this and subsequent sections we show how to find cut maps for typical 
applications. 
By Definition 2.1, (2.4) holds with C and H;(X) replaced by any He(x) E 
‘If&). Hence p(C,‘Q) := inf,gc 6~,(x)/dc(x) 5 1 measures the quality of 
approximation of C with 3-Ic (He = Hz is best). To improve this quality, in the 
following examples we shall be interested in deep cuts. 
EXAMPLE 3.1 (Surrogate cuts). Suppose C = {X : (a’, x) 5 bj, j E J}, where 
]J]<co,O#a~~lPandbj~IR. LetO<&“Ilbefixed. IfZ@C,let 
H&) = {X(;;,X) I Z}, where (2,x) < g is a surrogate inequality derived 
by summing the inequalities of C with weights Xj 2 0, xi Xj = 1, such that 
(Z, Z) = cj xj(a’, bj), (Z,?) > g, and 
> x maxjd(aj,3 - bj) - IllI” 
IlKiXj~~ lajl ' 
(3.1) 
where C c Zf&) = 0 if 2 = 0, since x E H& would yield 0 2 (2,x) - 
G = (Z,;;) - g > 0, a contradiction. First, (3.1) holds if X; > Xh” for some 
TEIj,,:= Argmaxj((aj,Z?) - bj) and Xj = 0 Vj # SI := G: (a’,?) 2 bj}, since 
(Z,;;> -g = cjXj((a’,Z) - bj) 2 Xkn((&Z) -4) and 121 5 zjXjmaxjlaj] 
by the convexity of I . I. Second Xj = ((d,?) - bj):/ Ci((a',j2) - bi):, j E J, 
are admissible if Xk,, < l/15] and y 2 0, since maxjEj,, Xj 2 l/l?]; e.g., 
y = 0 gives Xj = l/]J+I, j E J+ := G: (aJ,Z?) > bj}, whereas y + 00 yields 
Aj + l/Q-l, j E 7~. Third, given some numbers mg 2 0, i, j E J, such that 
mini mj/ Cij mu 2 Xkn, we may let Xj = xi mji((&, 2) - bi):, j E ?+, Xj = 
0, j 6 T+, and Xj = Xj/ xi Xi for j E J, since maxjEym, Xj 2 Xtii, from cj & 5 
maxj((&, j;) - bj)$ Cij mg for 7 2 0. 
Sometimes it is convenient to use the following condition that implies (3.1): 
where Hj = {x : (a’,~) 5 bj}. For instance, 
541 is applied to the system (a’,~) 5 bj, j E 
= hii, yEy dH,O, (3.2) 
if any of the algorithms in [44, 
J, starting from 2, then its first 
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iteration will find weights such that (3.2) holds with Xii, = 1. Also, (3.2) holds if 
Xi,, 5 ]J]-1/2 and Xj = [((ai,;;) - bj)+/lU’12]/Ci[((~i,;;) - bi)+/)a’12] Vj E J, 
since by the convexity of 1 . I2 
Use the continuity of (a’, .) - bj to check that such HC define a cut map for C 
if we let H&) = IR” Vx E C. Note that the best surrogate half space Z&F) = 
{X : (2, x) < g}, i.e., the one furthest from 2, is given by weights ij that solve 
max 
CjsJ xj<(aj,q - bJ 
I C. Ad 
:Aj>O,jEJ,CXj=l (3.3) 
JEJ I jEJ 
By (2. l), Z!f&) = HEI?) can be found by solving the quadratic programming 
(QP) problem 
PC(Z) = arg min{ Ix - 5?12/2 : (a’, X) 5 bj, j E J}. (3.4) 
By duality, we may equivalently find its (possibly nonunique) Lagrange multiplier 
vector 
x E Arg min +CXj(bj-(a’,~):X,~O,jEJ , (3.5) 
jEJ 
and let Xj = ij/ cjEJ Xi, j E J, since Pac(;,(Y) = 2 - cjEJ &a’. [This follows 
easily from the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. Also, the optimal values in (3.3) and 
(3.5) are infinite iff C = 0.1 Since finding H&) = &@ can be too expensive, in 
Section 8 we discuss approximate solutions of (3.3) that satisfy (3.2) with Akn = 1. 
Note that (3.1) and (3.3) do not depend on the normalization cj Xj = 1, which is 
essential only for conditions such as $2 Xki,. 
EXAMPLE 3.2 (Interior-point cuts [ 1,251). Suppose we know a fixed point c 
in the interior int C of a closed convex set C C R". Let 0 < K 5 1 be fixed. If 
j3 $ C, let 2 = I;;, c] II bd C (where bd C denotes the boundary of C), find? E [;;, 3 
such that I? - 4 2 &]Z? - Zl, let H be a half space containing C such that 2 E bd H, 
and set Hccj?) = H. By elementary geometry, dHt.3 = dH(c)IZ - T/F - cl 2 
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I&-@/]? - cl, where r > 0 is such that B(c, r) C C, so Hc defines a cut map 
(not very attractive for Example 3.1). 
EXAMPLE 3.3 (Subgradient cuts). Suppose C = {x :f(x) I 0}, wheref : R” + 
IR is convex. If f(?) > 0 let H&) = {x:f(%) + (g&, x - ;;) 2 0}, where 
gf0 E 80, i.e., f(x) 2 fO + (gf0 x,x-%)Vx. NotethatH&) = C= 0 
if g&) = 0; otherwise &c(i)@ = f(?)/Igf@)], wheref is continuous and gf is 
locality bounded (e.g., [50]), so such HC define a cut map. 
EXAMPLE 3.4 (Interior subgradient cuts [l, 251). Continuing Examples 3.2 
and 3.3, suppose we know a fixed c such thatf(c) < 0. Let 0 < rc 5 1 be fixed. If 
f(%) > 0, let i: E F, c] solve the equationjo = 0, find? E E, 3 such thatf(?) 2 0 
and Ij;--?] 2 @-?I, andletH& = {x: (g&),x--?!J IO}. Notethat (g&),2- 
?)/IGJ L IYO-~G$I/I~-~I by convexity, sodftc(i)O 2 -f(cbd&/lgf0jr 
as in Example 3.2. Also the cut H&) = {x: (gf@,x - ?$ < -f@} is deeper 
and still admissible if f(?) > 0, as is H&I = {x : (gf@, x - 2) < -f(2)} if 
[fO + (gfO,j? -?)l/lgfOl <fO/lgfOI (this was not noted in [1,251). 
EXAMPLE 3.5 (Surrogate subgradient cuts). Suppose C = {x:fi(x) 5 0, i E 
I} withconvexhasin(1.2). If? # C,letgh@ E aJ@),$(.) =J@+(gh(?), --3, 
and 2 = {x :z(x) I 0, i E I}, obtain H&j as in Example 3.1, and set H&J = 
H&F). Note that (3.1) reads &,_(i)@ L Xtii, maxi~rf;.(?)/maxi~,Ig&)l, so that 
continuity ofJ and local boundedness of g$ imply that such Hc defines a cut map. 
EXAMPLE 3.6 (Scalarized subgradient cuts [43]). Continuing Example 3.5, 
let ]I . 11 be any monotone norm on I[$“, e.g., ]]ylla = (Cb, ]yilP)‘/P, 1 5 p 5 00. 
Let !D = I] . /Ia f or a fixed cx 2 1. Then by monotonicity, A+ = h(.)+, i E I, 
andf = W&+, . . . ,fL) are convex, and C = {x :f(x) < 0}, so for j3 $ C we 
may let H&) = {x:f@ + (gfo x,x-I?) IO}withgf(?)Edf@)asinExample 
3.3. By [52, Section 3.41, af@ = {a]l~]la-’ Ck”=, ji&+($ : j E ajl~]]}, where 
?= V’O,. . . ,f,+O>, Wll = G: 65F) = llj;ll, maxll+t(ji,~) = 1) c Wj!, 
and a&‘@) equals af;:@ if fi@) > 0, nc<V<rv&($ ifhf;:o = 0, and (0) if -- 
A;:0 < 0, i E I. Hence if we replace5 by3 defined via those gh(%) E &;:O 
that determine g&?) and letf = Q(f?+, . . . ,y$), then&) =A(%), gfi@ E a$(?), 
and ? = {x :f(x> L 0) yield_&) = f@, gf@) E $0, and H&F) I ?, i.e., 
in general the cut HE(?) of Example 3.5 can be deeper than H&F). Let 7 = 
{i:AG) 2 O}, j, E all?ll, $! = C,,T.+ighO,gfO = cyllj;ll”-‘~, and RcG) = 
{x: l/j;]/ +(&x-q I O}._ThenH& = {x: ]]~]]/cx+(~,x--?) IO} 1 R&) = 
{x : & j&(x) I 0) > C and dRc(;;, 0 = o&f&% from llj;ll = (hj;),a 2 1, 
and j; 2 0. Thus the cut ??c(?) is admissible and deeper than H& if Q: > 1 (this 
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was not noted in [23,32], which use Q = 2 and ]I . 112). Note that our construction 
of PC@) via a surrogate ofz may be considered as a special case of Example 3.1. 
In particular, if (1 . II = 11 * Ilp, y = p - 1 2 0, and q satisfies l/p + l/q = 1, 
then ji; = fiO~/(Ci,,fjo’+)‘/q, i E 7, so ?7& is the aggregate half space of 
Example 3.1 obtained for 2 from Xi =h(?):/ c,,,fi@:, i E I. 
EXAMPLE 3.7 (Hyperslab cuts [13]). Suppose C = {x: cy 5 (a,~) I p} 
with 0 # a E R” and o 5 p. Then C = {X :f(x) 5 0}, wheref(x) = ((a,~) - 
a)((~, x) - p) is convex, so Hc can be defined as in Example 3.3, or as in Example 
3.4 if cr < p. 
Our examples justify the following 
ASSUMPTION 3.8 (On individual approximation). Each Ci, i E I, has a cut map 
3-I+ and for each x E Iw” we can find some half space He,(x) E 7&(x) containing 
Ci. 
We now use this assumption for constructing a cut map that satisfies Assump- 
tion 2.2. 
EXAMPLE 3.9 (Geometric surrogate cuts). Consider the following way of 
obtaining fik in Algorithm 2.3. Find Hf = Hc,(xk) and xik = Pp(xk) for i E Ik. 
Set fik = 8 if any Hf = 0, or fik = R” if xk E f+e,ktfik. Otherwise, as in (2.1), 
the relations Ci C Hf = {,K : (2 - xik, x) < (2 - xik, xzk)} provide the halfspace 
inequalities 
(Uik,X) < bik with (aikTbik) = (xk -Xik, (2 -Xik,Xik)), i E Zk, (3.6) 
whose solution set contains Q,=pCi. Example 3.1 shows how to find weights 
wf 2 0, i E Zk, CiEP wf = 1, for the surrogate inequality 
(zk,x) 5 bk with @,&) = c Wf(U”, bik) 
iEB 
= pf(2 -xy2 -xik,xik)) (3.7) 
iElk 
such that the surrogate half space fik = {x: (zk,x) < &;k) contains niEpHf > 
tIgpCi, and such that the following condition is satisfied. 
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ASSUMPTION 3.10 (On weights). For a fixed wtin > 0 and all k, wk > 0 
is a weight vector such that 4 = 0 Vi 6 Ik, CT!, $ = 1, and 
Let C = ITic,k Ci, and let fik be any half space satisfying C c fik and d&@) > 
d&k@), e.g., fik = gk or fik = Hz(@), for which dRk(xk) = dt(nk). Finally, let 
ii,=(x) denote the set of all such fik that may be constructed at x = xb. 
THEOREM 3.11. Under Assumptions 3.8 and 3.10, the cut maps %& of Ex- 
ample 3.9 satisfy Assumption 2.2 
PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 2.5, consider any I $?’ n&i and let 
f+ = {i:X 6 Ci}. Invoking Definition 2.1 and Assumptions 3.8 and 3.10, let 
?: = min{g,7.r, : i E I+}, & = min{&~, : i E I+}, and & = +vti&, so that 
d&? 1 &(xk) L & if xk E S(Z,ZF) and Zk rl f+ # 0. (3.9) 
Since Z $ nie!kCi ti Ik n i+ # 8, (3.9) yields the desired conclusion. ??
A surrogate projection method is obtained by setting fik = Sk, i.e., 
2+’ = &Q~(P, = xk + tk(P&+) - xk), 
Dk = tk(2 - tk)d&(xk). 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
By (3.6)-(3.7), 
(aik,xk) - bjk = (aik12 = 12 -xik12 (3.12) 
so for 
we have 
iElk ’ i# I 
(3.13) 
zk = (;i”,$) -gk 
IGkiik(2 
(3.14) 
(~+Q), (3.15) 
iE,k 
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(3.16) 
and xk+’ = xk - tk&?k if ;;k # 0. Since progress towards the solution is measured 
by d&$), as in (3.3), the deepest surrogate cut is obtained for weights that solve 
{ 
Xi@ wi Ixk - Xik12 max 1 CiEfk Wj(xk - x”)l :Wj>O,iEZk, CWi=l . 
I 
(3.17) 
iEIk 
Approximate solutions to (3.17) will be discussed in Section 8. From now on, 
unless stated otherwise, we assume that Algorithm 2.3 use fik = gk under As- 
sumptions 2.4, 3.8, and 3.10, so that by Theorem 3.11 all the convergence results 
of Section 2 hold for the algorithm (3.10). Note that by (3.12), the conditions (3.1) 
and (3.2) coincide for (3.6), so Assumptions 2.4 and 3.10 are satisfied if 
3wtin > 0, Vj, 3k 2 j, ik E Arg max d+?): 
iEf 
Ik = I and w”k 2 Wtin, (3.18) 
e.g., ifIk = I and $ > wk, > 0 Vi E Z for infinitely many k. 
4. SHORT-STEP METHODS 
Let us now compare the surrogate projection method (3.10) with other ones. 
The methods covered in [3] employ “exact” cuts Hci = Hz; and set 
x+’ = ~~‘Rc,,(~h (4.1) 
iElk 
whereas those in [45] use exact cuts and tk 5 1 in (3.10). The algorithms with 
inexact projections of [ 1, 2.51 employ the following version of (4.1): 
i?+’ = c wfRH;,q(Xk) = xk + tk cd 
iEIk 
( iEI~ ,xik -J+). (4.2) 
(We use ?’ and p+’ to distinguish these methods from (3.10); of course they 
would set .@+l = pk+’ or c?’ = pkf’ .) The successive projection method 
[33] chooses ik E I and sets Zk = {ik} in (4.1), with {ik}& being a control 
sequence; e.g., cyclic control has ik = (k mod m) + 1. Almost cyclic control with 
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periodp 1 1 satisfies I c UFz[Zj for all k; e.g., block-iterative cyclic control set 
Zk = Zj(k), wherej(k) = (k mod M)+ 1 and Ij(k) is the current block selected from the 
partition I = U&G, say [3]. Remotest-set control chooses ik E Arg maxiEI dci(& 
and Zk = (ik); in our framework this is equivalent to 
zk = I, ik E Arg max dH@), 
iEI 
w; = 1, and wf=Ofori#ik, 
(4.3) 
if exact cuts are employed. [Note that (4.3) implies (2.8), (3.8), and (3.18) with 
Wfi” = 1.1 
Other conditions imposed on weights to ensure convergence are listed below: 
ViEI: wf > 0 for infinitely many k, (4.4) 
3 we,, > 0, Vk, Vi E Zk : wi” L wnin, (4.5) 
wk(‘) + w* > 0 as 1 + 00 for a subsequence 
{k(Z)P, c (172,. . .I, (4.6) 
3 Wfin > 0, Vk, Vi E Zk: xik # nk =+ $1%i”, (4.7) 
24=oo ViEI. (4.8) 
k=l 
The most general result of [3] for (4.1) requires (4.4) and (an indirect form of) 
(4.8), [25] requires (4.4) and (4.5), [l] uses (4.4) and ]Zkl = 1 [and hence (4.91 
and [7] requires (4.6) [and hence (4.4)], whereas [45] employs (4.7) togehter 
with other conditions such as (4.4), and almost cyclic or remotest-set controls. 
Note that (4.8) is really necessary if the weights are chosen a priori. (Consider 
m = 2, II = 1, Ct = IR, and Cz = {c} with Ix’ -cl > 2 zk w”,). When the weights 
are selected “on line,” approaches based on (2.8) or (4.7) allow acceleration by 
assigning positive weights to violated constraints only (cf. [34]); hence (2.8) is 
more natural than (4.4). More importantly, the solutions of (3.17), or their approx- 
imations discussed in Example 3.1 and Section 8, definitely need not satisfy (4.5) 
or (4.7), whereas checking (4.8) would be impossible in practice. For instance, the 
convergence of maximal-distance or residual relaxation methods does not follow 
from the results in [3,7,25], and it does follow from Theorems 2.5 and 3.11. 
EXAMPLE 4.1 (Classical relaxation methods). Let C = {x: (aj,x) 5 bi,j E 
.Z}asinExample3.1. LetZ = JandCi = {x: (a',~) 5 bi}, i E I. LetZk = Zand 
$k = 1, withik E Arg maxi ((ai,2) - bi) /I ai or If th e maximal-distance version, 
ik = (k mod m) + 1 for the cyclic version, and ik E Arg maxi ((a’, 2) - bi) for 
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the maximal-residual version with 
(&, 2) - bik > (a”, 2) - bi, > mini IdI max (d,Xk) - bi 
l&l - maxi /ai1 - maXi lUil i Jail ’ 
giving(3.8)forwtii, < mini ]uil/ maxi ]ui 1. Alternatively, for the maximal-residual 
version, we may let m = 1, Cl = C, and in the notation of Example 3.1 identify 
Xj = I$~ = 1, so that Hf = {x : (a”, x) 5 bi,} and Xhi, = 1 is admissible in (3.1). 
EXAMPLE 4.2 (FejCr-type subgradient methods). Let C = {x :f(x) 5 0) and 
Hc be defined as in Example 3.3. For m = 1, Cl = C, and Hc, = Hc we 
recover the FejCr-type subgradient methods of [22,49,48]. The maximal-residual 
relaxation method of Example 4.1 corresponds tof(x) = maxi((ui, x) - bJ and 
gf(x) = a’~ with i, E Arg maxi((d,x) - bi) (cf. [26]). 
To compare the surrogate projection method (3.10) with other ones, we now 
inspect (4.2). To see why this algorithm works, apply (2.4) and Assumption 3.8 
to obtain 
multiply this by I$, sum over i, and use xi W: = 1 and the convexity of I . I2 to 
get 
I iEP I iEP 
VCE nCi. (4.9) 
iEP 
Thus to compare the methods (3.10) and (4.2) via their Fejer estimates (2.7) and 
(4.9), we may use the ratio of ok [given by (3.11) and (3.16)] and [cf. (3.13)] 
& = tk(2 - fk)~,$Ixk -xik12 = tk(2 - tk) (($,ti) -&) . 
i@ 
(4.10) 
LEMMA 4.3. Let p+' = xk - tkzk denote the point produced by the iteration 
(4.2) (cf. 3.7)), ZetXk+’ be given by (3.10), and let? = {i E Zk : w: > 0). Then: 
(i) xk E tik H (;;k,ti) = & H &,I $12 - Xik12 = 0 H xk E Ci Vi E 
? ti Zk = 0 e ok = 0. Moreovel; each of these conditions implies Zk = 0 
und2+’ = p+’ = ,$. 
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(ii) Zf f$& # 8, then ;;k = 0 M fik = IR” e all the conditions of(i) 
hold. 
(iii) rf;ik # 0 then A++1 = 2 - tk(~&!?&jk, where 
then xk+l E Eik, whereas P+’ E fik @ & = ffk. 
PROOF. (i): 
Assumption 3.8. 
X”) = 0. 
The equivalences follow easily from (3.7), (3.11)-(3.16), and 
If & = 0 then $12 - .Gk] = 0 vi E Ik + zk = xiEIk $($ - 
(ii): Suppose fliE$$ # 8 and iik = 0. Since IQ& C gk, (zkik,x) < & must 
be COllSiSteIlt, SO i;k 2 0. But ($,$) - & = c. &X+ - x’k]2 2 0, so & = 0 
yields xi $12 - xik12 = 0, one of the conditions in (i). 
(iii): Strict convexity of 1 . I 2 implies (4.1 l), with equality iff $$([xk - xik] - 
[xk - xjk]) = 0 Vi, j E Ik. Again recall (3.7) and (3.11)-(3.16). 
(iv): If tk = 1 then xk +’ = P$(xk), whereas (;;“,?+I) - & = (;i”,ti) - 
& - ]zk12 = ci $12 - xik12 - I ci $(xk - x’k)12 > 0, so the desired conclusion 
follows from (i)-(iii). W 
The (apparently new) bound of Lemma 4.3(iii) confirms the widely held belief 
that “accelerated” methods similar to (3.10) converge faster than “standard” meth- 
ods based on (4.2), i.e., (4.1) under exact projections. Note that both the long-step 
method (3.10) and the short-step method (4.2) use the same direction negative 
to the normal of the surrogate inequality (3.7). Lemma 4.3 says that, unless 
xk E nic?kCi, the long-step method can take a much longer step in this direc- 
tion, thus providing a much larger guaranteed progress towards the solution when 
ok > & in (2.7) and (4.9). In partiCUla& we have ak > & in (4.11) when flier@ 
iS “flat:’ i.e., some tangent cone t0 this Set has Small solid angles (in fact gk = & 
only if all Hi” with n$ > 0 coincide, an unlikely situation). Thus, the advantage 
of the long-step method over the short-step one becomes especially pronounced 
when the latter is “caught in small solid angles.” Of course, worst-case estimates 
such as (2.7) and (4.9) should not be taken too seriously, but numerical experience 
with similar methods does suggest that acceleration will occur in practice. Specif- 
ically, the interested reader may check that when 4 = l/m Vi E Ik = I and exact 
projections are employed, then (3.10) specifies the extrapolated parallel projection 
method of [46], which usually converges much faster than the short-step method 
(4.1). (Incidently, the methods in [45,46] use tk 5 1, i.e., no extrapolation.) 
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5. CONVERGENCE UNDER TIGHTER CUTS 
In this section we consider tighter cuts that are used in acceleration techniques 
studied later. 
A tight cut is given by a half space fik such that Q& c ilk and &(xk) > 
$(xk), where fik satisfies (3.8). Since fik need not contain niE,kCi, we must 
replace nie,kCi by nielCi in (2.7), thus destroying the final part of the proof of 
Theorem 2.5. All is not lost, however, since the remaining results of Section 2 
that hinge on (2.9) are not affected, and we now exhibit slightly stronger versions 
of Assumption 2.4 that ensure convergence of Algorithm 2.3 with tight cuts when 
QCi # 0 and Assumptions 3.8 and 3.10 are in force. 
First, we may replace (2.10) with (3.9) in the middle of the proof of Theorem 
2.5. Next, we may use the fact that ]gs(+l - XkJ = tkd,p(xk) 5 t,,dp(xk) -+ 0 
implies the regularity property ma+o:M {Iti+’ -21, dp+,((nk+i)} --+ 0 for any 
fixedM 2 1. Hence, e.g., for an almost cyclic control with periodp (I c $I![$ Vk) 
we may chose k such that xk+i E B(?, zr) and dZ++j(xk+i) < & forj = 0:~ in (3.9) 
yield 0 = ?+ n UTzlfi = I+ n I, contradicting I+ # 0. A similar contradiction is 
obtained for the remotest-set control of (4.3). Hence xk ---) X E QCi for these two 
controls. 
Second, we note that QCi # 0 and Assumptions 3.8 and 3.10 imply maxicp dH! 
(xk) + 0 independently of (2.8). Indeed, if we had maxielk d,+(xk) 2 6 > 0 for all 
kinKC {1,2,...}suchthatXk 3 X, then either Zk c 70 for infinitely many k E K 
would yield max;EIk dp(xk) < maxieZO dc,(xk) 5 0 by X E niEsoCi c niepIff and 
the continuity of dc,, contradicting 6 > 0, or Zk n 7+ # 0 for all large k E K would 
contradict (3.9) and d&x!) + 0. This fact may be used to establish convergence 
for other controls. 
For example, consider the following threshold control (cf. [12]). Let {q},z, 
be a sequence of positive reals converging to zero, set ji = 1, and at step 1, if 
d,pJg) 2 Q for some i(k) E I, setjk+r = jk; otherwise [i.e., ifmaxi d,+(xk) < qk] 
set jk+i = jk + 1 and choose any i(k) E I; in both cases select Zk E i(k) and a 
tight cut kk. Then in the proof of Theorem 2.5 with (2.10) replaced by (3.9), 
maxiEP d,p(xk) + 0 yields jk --f co, and we may suppose thatjk+i > jk Vk E K 
with 2 3;. If Y 6 n,Ci and ?r and & are chosen as before, then for large 
k E K, maXi d,:(ti) < qk < & contradicts d&8) 2 & for xk E B(& G) and 
i E 7+, so F E 17&i as required. The same argument yields convergence if (2.8) is 
replaced by the upprrximte remotest-set control of [33] that demands 
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Another example is given by and fully persistent control that set Ik = I for 
infinitely many k [e.g., (3.18) and (4.3)] under Assumption 3.10. Indeed, then 
maxiElk &!(a$ + 0 and (2.9) yield the existence of X and K such that XkqX and I 
maxi61 &,$..$)~O. If we had X 6 QC,, then, with Zr and & chosen as before, for 
large k E K, maxiEI d,:(xk) < & would contradict d,$xk) 2 & for xk E B(T, Fr), 
and i E 7,. Hence xk -+ X E fliCi by (2.9). 
Yet another example is provided by the almost simultaneous control of (4.6), 
although it need not satisfy (3.8). Specifically, for wtin = mini,=, wT /2, (4.6) yields 
the existence of K such that for all k E K one has Ik = I and ti 2 whn Vi E I. 
Hence, using (3.12) in Example 3.1 applied to (3.6), we get d,+(xk) 2 &(xk) 2 
wmi,, maxiEI dnk (xk) Vk E K, and since dhk(xk) + 0 when n,Ci # 8, we may argue 
as in the preceding paragraph. 
We summarize our observations in 
THEOREM 5.1. Under Assumption 3.8, suppose Algorithm 2.3 employs tight 
cuts fik, with n,ctCt C fik C gk, and any of the following controls: almost 
cyclic, remotest-set, threshold, approximate remotest-set, fully persistent, or al- 
most simultaneous, with Assumption 3.10 holding for all but the last of these 
controls. Then xk + X E IItCt tff$Ci # 8. 
??
Consider the following weaker form of (4.8) that does not require tk E T Vk: 
0 5 tk 5 2 M and 5 t& - tk)wf = 00 vi E I. (5.1) 
k=l 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that int f$‘!_i Ci # 8 and that (5.1) replaces Assump- 
tions 2.4 and 3.10 for Algorithm 2.3 using tight cuts. Then {x”} converges to a 
point in ny!_l Ci. 
PROOF. By (2.9), (2) h as a cluster point X, and any other cluster point 2 
would have to satisfy IK - cl = 12 - cl Vc E QC;, contradicting int ni Ci # 8. 
Hence xk -+ X. By (4.10) and Lemma 4.3, since (2.6) majorizes (3.11) due to 
dtrk(xk) 2 dh&), we have 
tk(2 - tk) c ++‘fd;@ = ok 5 ok 
iEP 
W’k, (5.2) 
whereas c,“=, ak < 00 by (2.9). Hence if we had Z @ Ci for some i, then summing 
(5.2) over large k with d&8) 2 gz > 0 would contradict (5.1). ??
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The following results generalize ones in [43,55] and [7] respectively. 
THEOREM 5.3. UnderAssumptions 3.8 and 3.10, suppose Algorithm 2.3 uses 
tight cuts, stepsizes 0 L tk 5 2, and a control satisfying the following condition: 
there exist p 2 0 and Kt = {k(l) : k(1) + p} with liml,, k(Z) = 00 such that 
Cz, mir&k, tk(2 - tk) = co and &&Zk = Z VI (e.g., an almost cyclic control). 
Then nk + ? E fIiCi tffIiCt # 0. 
PROOF. By (2.9), Since xk ck = xktk(2 - tk)d&(xk) < 00, there exist 
L C { 1,2, . . .} and F such that max&x; dnk(xk) 5 0 and 8’) -f; X. Hence IX?+’ - 
xk 1 5 2dnk(xk) yields #)+i 5, for j = 0:~. If we had X $! n,Ci, we could 
choose 1 such that xk E B(sS, &), and dnt(nk) < & for k E Z& in (3.9) would yield 
0 = I+ ” U&K, Zk = I+ n I, contradicting 7+ # 0. Hence xk -+ X E niCi by 
(2.9). W 
THEOREM 5.4. UnderAssumption 3.8, suppose Algorithm 2.3 uses either the 
cuts of Example 3.9 and any control satisfying Assumption 2.4, or tight cuts and 
any of the following controls: almost cyclic, remotest-set, threshold, approximate 
remotest-set, fully persistent, or almost simultaneous, with Assumption 3.10 hold- 
ing for all but the last of these controls. Further, instead of {tk} C T, suppose 
0 5 tk 5 2 Vk, and lim infk_,, tk > 0 for all but the last of these controls, 
for which lim infi-,, tk(t) > 0 with {k(l)} specified in (4.6). Finally, suppose 
int nj!_, Ci # 8. Then xk -+ X fit Ci. 
PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 5.2, int ni Ci # 0 yields xk + f. 
Hence, since Itis(+l - xk] = tkdkx(xk), either dnk(xk) --+ 0 if liminfk,, tk > 0, or 
dnkc,, (x?(n) + 0 if lim infl +M tk(l) > 0. Both cases may be handled as before; for 
the second one let K contain all large k(1). ??
REMARK 5.5. The corresponding result of [Theorem 4.41 for the control of 
(4.6) also requires lim inf~--too tk(t) > 0. As an example, consider m = 2; n = 
1;CI = R;x’ $! Cz;tk = 2andWk = (1,O)fork = 1 mOd2;tk = Oand 
wk=($,$)fork=Omod2.Thenxk=x’Vk. 
6. ANALYTICAL CUTS 
A possible drawback of the algorithms (3.10), (4.1), and (4.2) is that their kth 
iteration ignores sets Ci, i E Ik, for which xk E Ci and .x!~ = xk. This is due 
to the fact that the half space inequalities of ZZ; are recovered geometrically via 
projections in (3.6). However, if other analytical descriptions of Hf are available, 
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they may be used to prevent the method from moving for away from Ci just because 
2 happened to land on the boundary of Ci. 
Specifically, suppose Zfci(x) = {y : (uCilX, y) I bq+} in Assumption 3.8, so 
that at iteration k we may replace uik and bfk in Example 3.9 with @ = &,i 
and bik = b,2, i E I ‘. Then Theorem 3.11 holds for the resulting cut maps, 
since Ci c Hci(.) Vi E I. Again Example 3.1 suggests ways of finding the 
weights $ for (3.8), without insisting that $ = 0 if (&, 2) 5 bik, so that almost 
active constraints can influence the direction ;;k. Note that the resulting cuts may 
be deeper than those of Example 3.9 if xk E Z$ for some i E Zk, since then 
Hf C {x : (uik,x) 5 bik} = R”. Otherwise, each (uik, bik) is a positive multiple 
of (z’k,bik), SO the systems (?i’k,~) 5 bik, i E Zk, and (dk,x) 5 bik, i E Zk, have 
the same set of surrogates; yet their particular surrogates selected via Example 3.1 
may be different [since (3.1) is sensitive to constraint scaling in contrast to (3.2)]. 
We may add that if Cl = {x : (a’, x) 5 bi} Vi E I, then the methods of [44,54,56], 
may be regarded as specific implementations of the algorithm (3.10) using such 
analytical cuts. 
7. BLOCK-ITERATIVE METHODS 
Suppose we wish to treat the constraints in blocks corresponding to the partition 
Z = lJz,b, say. A standard sequential block-iterative cyclic implementation of the 
algorithm (3.10) would use Zk = Zj(k) withj(k) = (k mod M) + 1. We may add that 
for linear inequalities the sequential method of [56] may be regarded as a particular 
implementation of our algorithm, choosing weights for cuts as in Example 3.1. 
Note that if P&xk) can be computed for C = flielkCi as in [34, Section 51, then 
we may use Z?Zk = H&8) without forming H -k. Since each successive block gets 
from its predecessor just xk, there is little coordination and convergence can be 
slow. Better results may be expected if the order of blocks is changed in successive 
cycles, or variable block sizes and partitions are used. An alternative idea consists 
in accumulating some information for additional coordination steps. 
Consider the following modification of Algorithm 2.3 corresponding to the 
fixed partition Z = Uglb. If k # 0 (modM + 1) at step 1, do steps l-6 as 
before with Zk = lj&),j(k) = k mod (M + l), and fik = fik chosen via (3.7) and 
(3.8). Otherwise, i.e., if k = 0 (mod M + l), perform an extra surrogate iteration 
of Algorithm 2.3 on the surrogate inequalities accumulated during the current 
cycle. Specifically, set Jk = {k - M : k - 1) and chose weights i$ 2 0, j E 
Jk, xiEJk i$ = 1, for the surrogate inequality 
(&z) 5 bk with @,bk) = Ci$@,6j) (7.1) 
j0 
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and its half space ti = {x : (iik, x) 5 &} such that 
(7.2) 
If i? = 0, print “n&i = 0” and stop. Otherwise do steps 3-6 with fik replaced 
by i?. 
By construction, (zk, &) = cj@ Ci,-,j $wj(U’, bg) with *wj 2 0, SO 
Ic - p+l I* < Ic - xkl* - t& - tk)d&(xk) 
= Ic-fl*-dk t’c E nieJi,jcJkci (7.3) 
when k = 0 (mod M + l), as in (2.7) for other k. Hence the FejCr property (2.9) 
is not impaired, although ok = 0 is possible (but rather unlikely) in (7.3). Note 
that the cuts of Section 6 can be used at “normal” iterations k # 0 (mod M + l), 
whereas the “surrogate” iterations k = 0 (mod M+ 1) could also employ additional 
“ordinary” half spaces Hi, i E fi, j E Jk. On the other hand, Jk could be reduced 
to save storage, and groups of surrogate inequalities from the current cycle can 
be replaced by their aggregates formed with arbitrary weights. Thus there is 
much freedom to trade off storage and work for speed of convergence. Under 
Assumptions 2.4, 3.8, and 3.10, such modifications do not impair convergence, as 
can be deduced from the proof of the following 
THEOREM 7.1. Zf nEl Ci # 8, then the sequence (2) convergence to a point 
f&Ci. 
PROOF. As in Section 5, we just show how to modify the proof of Theorem 
2.5 with (2.10) replaced by (3.9). Clearly, (3.9) holds for k # O(modM + 1). 
Since max+o:+f Ixk+j - xk I -+ 0 (cf. Section 5), we may suppose that nk 3 X with 
k= l(modM+l)VkEK;xk+’ is produced via”ordinary” half spaces for such k. 
Hence with xk E B(Z, G), k 2 k, and k E K in (3.9) the argument following (2.10) 
implies that for k increased by M we have xk E B(T, Q, 0 # 7, c I$, Ij n 7, = 0, 
and fl c 10 Vj E Jk. In view of (7.3), this suffices for completing the proof of 
before. ??
The remaining results of Sections 2 and 5 are easy to verify for this modifica- 
tions. 
Consider now a more general case not related explicitly to any blocks. Let 
1 5 k,,, < 00 and 1 5 k,,, < 00 be fixed. Suppose after every group of at least 
1 and at most k,, “normal” iterations of Algorithm 2.3, at most k,,, “surrogate” 
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iterations are performed on some surrogate or ordinary half-space inequalities or 
their combinations accumulated in fhis group. Then, using the finiteness of k,,, 
and k,,, instead of M in the proof of Theorem 7.1, it is easy to check that all the 
results of Section 2 remain valid if the working sets Zk are chosen to satisfy (2.8) 
for “normal” iterations, or the corresponding version of (5.1) for Theorem 5.2. 
REMARK 7.2. For the controls analyzed in Section 5, global convergence is 
ensured by Theorem 5.1 even if each iteration of Algorithm 2.3 uses any additional 
valid half-space inequalities (e.g., convex combinations of any past inequalities, 
not restricted to any group), since such inequalities provide tighter cuts fik. 
A parallel block-iterative version of our algorithm can be implemented as 
follows. Let Ik = Uzl$ be a (not necessarily disjoint) partition of Zk. For each 
block j = I:mk, choose weights tik > 0, i E I!, ~iEI~iC(k = 1, for the block 
I 
surrogates 
$ = {x: (dk,x) 5 zjk} and (tik, bjk) = c qk(dk, bik) (7.4) 
&I; 
such that d&?) 2 wkn maxiEl; &(xk). Next, choose weights G$ L 0, j = 
1 :mk, ~l~l hf = 1, for the surrogates 
tik = {X : (2, X) 5 &} and c;;“, &) = 2 $ek, bjk) (7.5) 
j=l 
such that dht(Xk) 2 whn maxj,iZmt H; d- (ti), and set _@l by (3.10). By construc- 
tion, the surrogates are valid and (3.8) holds with wtin squared, as required for 
convergence. In fact @,&) = cJzl xi,,; i$$k(aik, bik), where gjk may be 
chosen in parallel for each block j. As before, if PC@) can be computed for 
C = niel!Ci then we may use $ = Hz($) without finding 4k, i E Zj. 
Instead of (3.10) and (3.1 l), an alternative short-step version would use 
(7.6) 
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and Zk = tk(2 - &) x7:1 $12 -$kik(2 as in (4.2) and (4.10). Again Fejer estimates 
similar to (2.7) and (4.9) show that the two versions may be compared via the ratio 
of nk to & 
LEMMA 7.3. Suppose p+l # xk and ii$ = i$$/v for j = 1: mk, where v = 
x,2, $i$, i$ = ((dkk,-ltk) - 6jk)+/ldk12 ifdk # 0, and$ = 0 otherwise. Then 
xk+’ -xk = (Ct@k)@+’ - xk) with ok/& = c;Ll i?$+ - gk){‘/ c;l $(.I+ - 
sk12 > 1, and ak = & ifsl = Elk Vj, 1 E 3 = G : i$ > 0). 
PROOF. Using$(8kk,~jk) = (xk-~k,(xC-~k,~k)) and(Zk,bk) = CJ!!, $$ 
($kk,gjk) as in (3.7), we have 1 +’ = xk - tk& @,&) = v(iik,&), and fik = 
{x : (iik,x) 5 bk}, w h ere v > 0 because otherwise i$($ - dk) = 0 Vj would yield 
%?I = xk. Identifying these relations with the corresponding ones in Sections 3 
and 4, one may use the proof of Lemma 4.3. ??
Of course, it is easy to augment Lemma 7.3 to the form of Lemma 4.3, and 
the discussion following Lemma 4.3 remains valid. In effect, Lemma 7.3 shows 
that any weights employed in (7.6) can be scaled for (7.5) so that (3.10) may 
produce a much longer step. Note that we may also replace (-a”, bjk) by $(gk, 6jk) 
in (7.5), in which case the conclusions of Lemma 7.3 hold for the same weights 
%j = i?$, j = 1 :mk [with Gk, bk) = @, bk)]. Hence the long-step version may be 
preferred in practice. We may add that (7.6) subsumes some methods for linear 
inequalities given in [ 14,561. 
8. DEEPER SURROGATE CUTS 
As noted in Section 3, ideally we would like to use deepest cuts given by 
weights $ that solve (3.17). Since (3.17) is a special case of (3.3), consider the 
following procedure for finding approximate solutions to (3.4~(3.5) and hence to 
(3.3). To eliminate trivial constraints, suppose aj # 0 Vj E J. 
Procedure 8.1 (Restricted active-set QP method for surrogate cuts). 
(i) Choose an upper bound j,, _ > 1 on the size of active sets. Set j = 0 and 
j; = 2. 
(ii) Choosej E Arg maxjcJ,j((aj, i) - bj)/lajl. If (aj, X) 5 bj, go to (v). 
(iii) If lj] = jmax, go to (v); otherwise augment j with j. 
(iv) Replacing J by 1 in (3.4) and (3.5), find their solutions i and x(5 = 
0, j E J\&. If these solutions do not exist, print “C = @” and stop; otherwise, 
drop from j indicesj with Xj = 0 and go to (ii). 
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(v) If j # 8, set Jj = Xj/ ‘& xi, j E J; otherwise set 5 = 1 and xi = 0 
forj # j. Declare i,k, and x to be approximate solutions of (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5) 
[optimal solutions if this step was entered from (ii)], and stop. 
By standard QP arguments (see, e.g., [24,29]), this procedure must terminate, 
because step (iv) always increases 12 - 21. Since JX - 31 = maxjcJ dHj(Z) on the 
second entry to (ii), on termination x satisfies (3.2) with Xii, = 1; it solves (3.3) 
ifj,, 2 ]J]. 
QP methods that can implement step (iv) efficiently via warm starts can be 
found, e.g., in [24, 291. We have developed a dual QP routine that exploits the 
special structure of (3.4); it will be reported in detail elsewhere. The routine updates 
a Cholesky factorization of active constraints derived from the Gram matrix G with 
entries (a’, a’), i, j E J, which is also used to avoid referencing uj until termination 
at step (v), and iterative refinement may be invoked for higher accuracy. Further, 
there is an option for reducing j at the end of step (iv) by replacing some constraints 
of (3.4) with their aggregates formed via their Lagrange multipliers Xj (see [8,37] 
for similar ideas), and both the Cholesky factorization and the Gram matrix are 
updated in a simple way to reflect aggregation. Note that aggregation is admissible 
in finding an approximate solution to (3.5), but additional heuristics must be used to 
ensure finite termination, since the usual active-set property is lost. Moreover, the 
ideas of [54] (see also [6,30]) are used at step (i) for selecting much more efficient 
initial 1 and j;. Specifically, j is chosen so that the corresponding submatrix of 
G is nonsingular with nonpositive off-diagonal entries, and the calculation of 1 as 
the projection of j; onto {X : (a’, x) 5 bj, j E j} requires the solution of a single 
linear system. To sum up, when the Gram matrix G can be computed at reasonable 
cost (by exploiting sparsity etc.), this cost will dominate all the other costs in the 
routine unless both JJI and j,,,, exceed n/2 say. Hence our routine may be highly 
useful in many applications. 
Forj,, = 1:3 step (iv) may be implemented analytically without any matrix 
factorizations; in fact for such j,, our procedure practically coincides with three 
methods of [44] where analytical formulae are given for the case /ai] = 1 Vj E J. 
We may add that [44] employes constraint aggregation in the case j,,,, = 2. (In 
fact it seems that the approach of [44] is unnecessarily restricted to j,, = 2 by 
hinging on analytical formulae only.) 
It is important to observe that Procedure 8.1 may be used for finding surrogates 
satisfying (3.2) for all systems of linear inequalities in the preceding sections. Thus 
it may be employed for computing cuts in Example 3.5, for finding weights $ that 
satisfy (3.8), and for forming surrogates in the block-iterative methods of Section 
7; cf. (7.1), (7.4), and (7.5). In particular, (7.4) and (7.5) provide an example of 
a possible nested application of Procedure 8.1; note that more than two levels of 
nesting could be employed, also in finding weights for (3.8). 
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We now consider an alternative way of finding weights for the algorithm (3.10). 
LEMMA 8.2. Suppose p c Zk is such that ? n Arg maxiEfk l&l # 0 and 
(uik, dk) 5 0 Vi # j, i,j E 3. Let wf = l/li;kl Vi E F, $ = 0 Vi fz! 3. 
Then d&(x?) 2 &p d$(xk), dkk(xk) 2 maXiEp dHt(xk), (i.e., (3.8) holds with 
Wfin = I), Und CT/& = & > 121. 
PROOF. Use the assumption, (3.7), (3.12), (3.13), (3.16), and (4.11) to de- 
velop 
l;;klZ = 1 cd.ik/2 
i 
= ZI (wfluikl)2 + c w:wj(aik, d’k) 
5 ; (w:lu”l)2 ) 
i#i 
i 
d&(xk) = 
(Xi wf/aq2y 
liikl2 
2 
= 
= 
L 
= 
ci w$zy 
~i(wf)21uik12 
Since luikl = dHf(xk)Vi E Ik by (3.6), the conclusion follows from the choice of 
P. 
, 
??
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For choosing? in Lemma 8.2, we note that for certain structured problems one 
may assert that (&, &) < 0 for some i # j without computing (uik, #); see, e.g., 
[32]. On the other hand, the obtuse-angle condition (&, &) 5 0 Vi # j, i,j E Zk 
is likely to hold for ill-conditioned problems [27]. In this case equal weights 
wf = l/Ilk], i E Ik, give deep cuts; e.g., if ]aik] x laik] V&j E Zk, then dtik(xk) 2 
llk1’/2 maXiE{k d,+(g) by Lemma 8.2. This may explain the good behavior of the 
extrapolated projection method of [46]. Further insight may be gained as follows. 
We say that xk is centered if all aik = xk - xik have equal lengths and the angles 
between u” and dk are equal for i # j, i,j E Ik. Then, by symmetry, equal 
weights solve (3.17) and provide the deepest surrogate cut. Thus equal weights 
may be good if xk is approximately centered. To this end, the method of [46] 
(with Ik = I) sets rk = i on every third iteration. We now derive an alternative 
technique. 
Consider the following centered version of Algorithm 2.3. As in (4.2), the kth 
iteration first make a centering short step from xk to the centroid 
for tk=l and $=&, iElk. (8.1) 
Next, the accumulated half sapces HI” are used as in Example 3.9 to make a 
surrogate step from xk replaced by 2. Specifically, letting Zik = P&$, Z?k = 
Ii? - ?k, and gik = (??“,X”) for i E Ik, choose weights i$ 2 0, i E Ik, ‘&,,* $ = 
1, for the surrogate inequality (zk,x) 5 bk with (7ik,bk) = & i$Gik, bik) and 
its half space Hk = {x: (Zk,_x) 5 &} such that dnk@) 2 wkn maXi,=P dHF@). 
Here 0 < we, 5 l/m is fixed, so that, in view of Example 3.1 and “barred” 
versions of (3.12) and (3.13), equal weights $ = l/Ilk], i E Zk, are admissible 
if 2 is deemed approximately centered. If ?? = 8, print “QCi = @” and stop. 
Otherwise, choose & E T , Set xk +’ = Rpk,~k(Tk) as in (3.10) and Uk = &(2 - 
ik)d&(?) + &,k M’$‘+ - jk12, so that a combination of (4.9), (4. lo), and (2.7) 
with xk replaced by 2 yields ]c - .&I I2 5 ]c - xk12 - ck Vc E QEaCi. 
In other words, this modification attempts to center xk before making a long 
step, using the same cuts for both steps. Of course, the centering step may be 
skipped if nk is approximately centered. Otherwise, 2 will usually be more cen- 
tered than xk, and additional centering steps may be employed if desired. If the 
number of such steps is uniformly bounded from above, then, under usual assump- 
tions, the convergence of this modification can be established by joining the proofs 
of Theorems 7.1 and 10.3. 
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The following result complements Lemma 8.2. 
LEMMA 8.3. Suppose (~‘~,a”) 5 0 W,j E lk, i # j, and QcpHf # 8. 
Consider the iteration (3.10) with fk E T,wf = l/Ilk] ‘di E Ik in (3.8), and ffk 
given by (3.11). Let j;k +i = xk - tk cie,k Uik and t+k = tk(2 - fk) &p lUik12. Then 
\c-P’12 5 IC-Xkj2-Ijk~C E f$,pCiUnd8k 5 uk <dik(xk). kfOrf?OVel; 8.k = 
d&(xk) iff tk = 1 and (aik, dk) = Ob’i, j E Zk, i # j, in which case xk+’ = ?’ 
P “, ,!(xk) and wf, i E Ik, solve (3.17). In general, ?+’ = Ick - tkqki? and 
:+I z’s’- t&;;k, where qk = IrkI < & 
PROOF. Letc E niHf, andargueasfor(2.4) with tk E Tanda” = xk-P*$xk) 
to get 
+ x 7, tk’ (uik, dk) 
i j#i 
2 IC - 2j2 - c tk(2 - tk)lpy’(h - 2612 
Next, by the proof of Lemma 8.2, we have 2 > Irk] and d&(xk) 2 xi laik12 
2 &, with equalities iff 0 5 (a”,&“) < 0 Vi # j and tk = 1 [maximizing 
rk(2 - rk)]. Suppose tk = 1 and aik I aik Vi # j. Since Hf = {x: (aik,x) 5 b&} 
and aik = xb - xik, by orthogonality $+l = xk + ci[PH@) - xk] = P,&xk) 
and A?+’ = P+(g) = P+’ by (3.15) with 4 = l/]Z”] Vi. Hence gk = H,?,_+(g) 
and wt solve (3.17); cf. Example 3.1. In general P+’ = xk - tkllkl xi wfaik from 
4 = l/Ilk] Vi. ??
We conclude from Lemma 8.3 that equal weights may be good also if aik are 
almost orthogonal, independently of the centering of xk. On the other hand, when 
QH,k is “flat,” then the bounds of Lemma 8.3 suggest that g+’ = xk - t&i? 
should be much closer to QCi than gk+’ = xk - tkqkiik (in fact pk+’ is produced 
by a cut map shallower than fik; see Section 10). We may add that the “parallel” 
methods of [3 1,321 for CFP generate points essentially equivalent to jck+’ , instead 
of taking longer steps. 
9. EXPLOITING EXACT PROJECTIONS 
This section shows how to exploit additional structure of the sets Ci. 
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Suppose that one of the sets, Cl say, is simple enough (e.g., a box, a hyperslab, a 
simplex, an ellipsoid, a flat, or a Cartesian product of such sets) to allow computing 
P,,(x) for any X. Then Algorithm 2.3 may use Zk = {l}, fik = HE, (xk), and rk = 1 
for k = 0 mod 2, and the preceding convergence results hold even if 1 # Zk for 
k = 1 mod 2, since (2.8) holds for i = 1. (Of course, for deeper cuts we may 
choose Zk 3 1 if k = 1 mod 2.) In other words, if even iterations are suppressed, 
(2.5) and (2.6) are replaced by 
xk+’ = Pa[Z+,~,,,(.8)l and 
‘& = tk(2 - tk)&&) + Ixk+’ - &J&&[~. (9.1) 
This technique may be useful for “hard’ constraints, since xk E Ci for k 2 2. 
Another technique may be used for linear equalities. Suppose that in Example 
3.1 the first 2m, constraints of C = {x: (aj,x) 5 bj, i E J} are equivalent to m, 
equalities (aj,x) = bj, j = 1 : m,, i.e., (d’+mc, bj+,,J = -(a’, bj) for j = 1 : me. 
Then in (3.1) we may choose either Xj 2 0, and Xj+m, = 0 or Xj = 0 and 
Aj+me > 0 forj = l:m,. We may also treat the first m, constraints of (3.4) as 
equalities, e.g., in Procedure 8.1. Moreover, any weights Xj satisfying (3.1) can be 
easily modified to ensure (3.1) and (a’, P ,+(i$$)) 
set@,&) = C 
=_ bj forj = 1 : me. Specifically, 
~tiEJXj(aj,bj),~={~:(i?,~)Ib, (a’,x)=bj,j=l:m,}and 
obtain the new weights as for (3.3)-(3.5) which C replaced by c. This technique 
can be used at iteration k of Algorithm 2.3 to compute weights satisfying (3.8) 
if any Ci, i E Ik, is described by linear equalities. Also interval inequalities (cf. 
Example 3.7) can be handled in a similar way. 
10. CONVERGENCE OF SHORT-STEP METHODS 
In this section we exhibit cuts that ensure convergence of short-step methods. 
EWPLE 10.1 (Short-step cuts). To obtain fik for Algorithm 2.3, as in Ex- 
ample 3.9, set fik = R” if fi E fI,EItHf, or fik = 8 if any Hf = 8. Otherwise, 
using (3.6), (3.7), and (3.13), find 2k = {x: (;;k,x) 5 bk} to satisfy the following 
replacement for (3.8). 
ASSUMPTION 10.2 (On weights for short-step cuts). For a fixed wmin > 0 
and all k, wk > 0 is a weight vector such that 4 = 0 Vi 9 Zk, CL”=, I.$ = 1, 
and 
(10.1) 
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Clearly, (10.1) holds if 4 2 wtin for some i E ArgmaxiEp d,:(&. If i;k = 0 
set fik = kk = 0, since then 0 = f&H! > n#pCi by Lemma 4.3. Otherwise 
[cf. (4.1 l)], choose 
(10.2) 
setgk={X:($,X) 5 (zk,xk-?&8)}, C=ni,pCi,andletfikbeanyhalfspace 
satisfying C C fik and dQk(xk) 2 dzk(xk), e.g., fik = fik or fik = H;(2). Note 
that 
so fik is a translation of gk towards xk and fik > fik > C. Finally, let %(x) 
denote the set of all such fik that may be constructed at x = xk. 
l%EORBM>0.3. Zf QCi # 8 and Assumptions 3.8 ana’ 10.2 are in force, then 
the cut maps 3-Ic of Example 10.1 satisfy Assumption 2.2. 
PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 3.11, for X # n&i, f+ = {i:X # 
Ci}, ZX = min{g,+, : i E 7+}, and & = min{&,n, : i E 7+}, Equation (10.1) 
yields (2,2) -gk 2 wh,,@ if xk E B(T, cz) and Zk n?+ # 0. Fixing c E fliCi and 
s, = wfi&./sup XeBQ,kjl~ - cl, we have d,q&) 2 ((;;k,g) - &)/&(xk) from 
(10.2) and (10.3), with d+(xk) 2 Ixk - cl (QCi c gk), SO 
dfid7 2 d,z&? 2 s, if XkEB(T,Zr)andIkn7+#0. (10.4) 
Since x 6 nie,kCi H Zk n f+ # 0, (10.4) yields the desired conclusion. W 
Thus the convergence results of Section 2 hold for a short-step method that 
uses fik = fik with qk = 1, i.e., xk +’ = xk - fk;;k as in (4.2), whereas Ilk = & gives 
the long-step method (3.10) if zk # 0, since P&8) = xk - &?. In general, by 
construction [cf. (3.15)], 
2+’ = Rjjk,,(xk) = Z$#) for ^k = tkr]kfik E [o,tkl, (10.5) 
so Agmon’s inequality (2.4) yields the following shapened version of (4.9) and 
(4.10): 
zk :=-$2-^&&t+) 5 IC -2l* - IC --~+‘I* VCE nCi. (10.6) 
iElk 
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LEMMA 10.4. Suppose ;ik # 0. Let ok = tk(2 - tk)d$(xk) correspond to 
A++~ = R,+ ,(ti) in (10.5), let 6k = tk(2 - t&i&(& correspond to the long-step 
iteration;tk/’ = Rkk,rk(xk) in (3. lo), let & given by (4.10) correspond to the short- 
step version of(10.5) with qk = 1, and let Tk = lpk E (0, l] [cc (4.1 l)]. Then 
??k > ok, ??k = ok ($ ?k = tk, & 2 &; and Sk = & w ?k = tk and ?-k = 1. 
kforeovec ifqk = 1 then?k = tk + & = trk; ?k < tk < 2/(1 + Tk) + Sk < iik; 
z < tk = 1 +’ $k/tjk = ?-k(2 - 7,) < 1 . 
PROOF. By (10.2) and (10.5), ?k = tkqkrk, 7]k E [1, l/r,],Qkrk 5 l,?, 5 
tk,?k=tk@~k~k=l,Tk=l +‘r/k=l,soby(10.3) 
- 
ok/??,‘ = - 1 x _ 2 tk x 
r]kTk 2 - tk [((;ik,Xk) - ;k)/lzkl]* 
2 - tk 
= 2vkTk 5 1 
k 
and ok = & H ?k = tk, whereas by (4.10) and (10.2) 
= tk(2 -^k)~k((~,~) - gk;k) 
2 tk(2 - tk>(@$) - gk) 
= i?k 
and&=& %fik=tkandnk=l)@(rk=land~~=l).Next,if~k=l 
then &/irk = rk(2 - T&)/(2 - tk), where rk = 1 if?k = tk; otherwise ‘rk < 1 and 
?k < iik ti tk < 2( 1 - rk)/(l - 7;). ??
In view of (10.6) and Lemma 10.4, a short-step method may use & instead of 
ffk to get a smaller rk+l = (rz - &)“2 without impairing Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7. 
(By (4.9) and (4.10), one might also use & as in [7], but $k 2 & is more efficient.) 
On the other hand, the bounds of Lemma 10.4, which complement those of lemma 
4.3, again stress that longer steps may enhance faster convergence. 
It is straightforward to extend Theorems 5.1-5.4 to methods using ek or tighter 
cuts. To this end, in Section 5 replace Assumption 3.10 by 10.2, (2.7) by (10.6), 
q by & and (3.9) by (10.4); for (4.6) note that wj 2 ~,,.,j” vi E I implies (10.1); 
and replace Uk by & in (5.2), with & 2 & by Lemma 10.4 and c,“=, & < 00 by 
(10.6). 
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REMARK 10.5. Concerning Theorem 5.4, the condition int f$!L, Cj # 0 is 
essential also for short-step methods with tk E 2. Indeed, let n = 1, m = 4, Ci = 
{XI (u’,x) < bi} wit u’ = a2 = -a3 = -a4 = 1, and bi = 0 for i = 1 : 4. For h 
x1 = 1, the algorithm (4.1) with tk = 2, Zk = 1: and w: = l/Ilk1 ‘di E Ik produces 
&’ = -xk = (-l)k Vk, whereas niC[ = (0). In fact the same (2) is generated 
by Algorithm 1 of [lo], thus contradicting its claims. Also, our counterexample 
may be extended to Algorithm 2 of [lo]. [In its notation, if M is the identity matrix, 
then xk+’ = (1 - 2ak)xk with 0 < d!k < 1 Vk; choose ok -+ 0 or ok -+ 1 fast 
enough.] On the other hand, a sightly different stepsize control makes Algorithm 
2 convergent. Specifically, suppose m = 1 and we use the third cut of Example 
3.1 for Cl = C, with y = 0 and with mii 2 0 entries of a positive definite matrix 
M, so that mini rnii > 0. Then the algorithm (3.10) converges to a solution if 
Ci # 8 and {tk} C T by Theorem 2.5, or if int Cl # 8 and lim inf&+oo tk > 0 by 
Theorem 5.4, since 4 = 1 yields (4.6) with k(Z) = 1. This method is equivalent to 
Algorithm 2 (with ok = tk(dk, #)/lATdk12, dk = -1, and ATdk = ExjX,); see 
[lo] for details. Note that M need not be positive definite as long as mini rnii > 0, 
and that the (incomplete) analysis of [lo] is much more involved. 
11. DISCUSSION 
We now discuss some aspects of related works and possible extensions that 
were not mentioned in the preceding sections. 
As in [2.5], the requirement tk E T = [ti,, tmax] C (0,2) Vk may be replaced 
by 0 < lim infk+m tk 5 lim SU~~+~ k t < 2, since then 0 < liminfk,, tk/2 5 
tk 5 1 + hmsupk__ k t /2 < 2 for all large k. Also, instead of Assumption 3.8, 
one may require the existence of a fixed 0 < 6 5 1 such that if xk 6 Ci then 
Hf > Ci and dp(xk) 2 tcdC,(.x!), possibly only for large k, since initial k can be 
dropped in any asymptotic analysis. 
The short-step method (4.2) is replaced in [25] by ?‘+’ = xk + cielk $tik(Xik - 
2) with stepsizes tik E T and weights q satisfying (4.4) and (4.5). This iteration 
is equivalent to (4.2) with tk = CL, ii&k E T and 4 = %ftik/tk satisfying (4.4) 
and (4.5) with wkn multiplied by th,/t,,,,. Hence for niCi # 8 its convergence 
follows from Theorems 2.5 and 10.3, which also yield the convergence of other 
short-step methods in [5,7, 14, 10, 17,34,46]. 
Our cuts may be related to the closed Fejtr maps of Eremin [22,23]; cf. [20]. 
By identifying suitable subgradient cuts for CFP one may deduce from our 
global convergence results most of those in [8, 11, 21, 22, 31, 43, 48, 49, 191 
(some of these references also estimate the rate of convergence). In particular, 
certain deepest (projection-based) subgradient cuts were used in [S, 9, 311. The 
convergence analysis in [32] requires various indirect boundedness assumptions 
(in contrast to our simple conditions for cuts). The only specific cuts of [32] 
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correspond to those in Example 3.6 with Q = ]I . 111, II . (loo, or I( . 119 (the last 
choice seemed to work best, but ]I. 112 should be better; cf. Example 3.6). Moreover, 
[32] analyzes only cyclic sequential versions and does not consider acceleration. 
By the way, the proofs in [31, Section 31 are wrong. 
For linear inequalities, our convergence results subsume most of those in [2, 
13, 10, 17,27, 38-40,42,44, 54,561. 
The algorithm of [4] for linear equations is a short-step method using tk = 
2(1 - wc) and w: = ((a”, 2) - b#‘i2/ cj((&, 2) - b&^1i2, i E I, in (10.1) 
as in the second cut of Example 3.1 for fixed y > 0 and 0 < wa < 1, so its 
convergence follows from Theorem 10.3. 
Even for exact projections, our results cover a wider class of methods than those 
in [45]; of course, the latter are more general in the sense that they admit infinite- 
dimensional Hilbert spaces. For inexact projections, our results yield all those in 
[25] and [ 11. We should add that some tighter cuts based on exact projections were 
used in [38]; Theorem 5.1 subsumes all the results of [38]. 
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